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Why Security & Privacy?
Data is valuable and can cause harm if released

§ Example: medical records, purchase history, internal company 
documents, etc

Data releases can’t usually be “undone”
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Why Security & Privacy?
It’s the law! many regulations & contracts about data:

HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (1996)
§ Mandatory encryption, access control, training

EU GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation (2018)
§ Users can ask to see & delete their data

PCI: Payment Card Industry standard (2004)
§ Required in contracts with MasterCard, etc

App Tracking Transparency on iOS (2021)
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Some Security Goals
Confidentiality: data is inaccessible to external parties 
(often via cryptography)

Integrity: data can’t be modified by external parties

Privacy: limited info on “individual” users can be learned

Access Control: only the “right” users can perform actions

Auditing: system records an incorruptible logs of activity
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Clarifying These Goals
Say our goal was access control: only Matei, Steve and James can set 
CS 320 student grades on Axess

What scenarios should Axess protect against?
1. Bobby T. (an evil student) logging into Axess as himself and being able 

to change grades
2. Bobby sending hand-crafted network packets to Axess to change grades
3. Bobby getting a job as a DB admin at Axess
4. Bobby guessing Matei’s password
5. Bobby blackmailing Matei to change his grade
6. Bobby discovering a flaw in encryption algorithms to do #2
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Threat Models
To meaningfully reason about security, need a threat model: 
what types of adversaries we want to defend against

For example, in our Axess scenario, assume:
§ Adversaries only interact with Axess through its public HTTPS website
§ No crypto algorithm or software bugs
§ No password theft
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Implementing complex security policies can be 
hard even with these assumptions!



Threat Models
No useful threat model can cover everything

§ Goal is to cover the most feasible scenarios for adversaries to 
increase the cost of attacks

Threat models also let us divide security tasks across different 
components

§ E.g. auth system handles passwords, 2FA
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Threat Models

10Source: XKCD.com
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Where is This Data From?
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What Threat Models are Relevant Here?
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Location Isn’t the Only Sensitive Data
The key problem with location data was that very few 
people have a specific combination of locations over time

§ Would making the data more coarse-grained help?

Any dataset with records about individuals (micro-data) is 
at risk of these types of attacks
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Threat Models for Micro-Data
1. Using the micro-data alone (adversary has no additional 

information about individual(s) of interest)
§ What attacks might someone do here?

2. Using additional, external data about an individual (e.g.
Donald Trump met Shinzo Abe at 9 AM)
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Protecting Micro-Data
Many forms of perturbation, etc don’t work well because the 
dataset remains sparse (according to previous definition)

Conclusion: To a first approximation, any personally 
identifiable micro-data is a significant security risk
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Approach 1: Don’t Hold Too Much Data
Only collect data that the business actually needs

Only hold data for a limited time

Automatically redact sensitive data

Let users ask for data to be deleted

GDPR, PCI, etc require some of these measures!
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Approach 2: Security Controls
Encrypt data at rest and on networks (HIPAA, PCA, …)

Limit physical access to facilities

Limit which employees can access data

Audit all accesses

Implement external audits, penetration tests, etc
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Approach 3: Privacy-Preserving Analysis

Strong security controls only get us so far: some analysts still 
need to access the data, and might learn stuff about users

§ Also, infeasible to share data with other organizations

Can we design schemes that allow aggregate analysis over 
a dataset without revealing individual information?
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Examples
External app: iOS auto-complete

§ Want to learn across many users, but
make sure model leaks no personal info

Internal app: limit access of users
analyzing health data, census data, …

Data sharing: publish anonymized data
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First Question: How to Define Privacy?

k-anonymity: the data record released for each individual
cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 others

Differential privacy: results of a query are similar whether 
or not a particular individual is in the database

Many other definitions…
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First Question: How to Define Privacy?

Probably need to look at threat models:
§ Does the adversary know anything auxiliary about the individuals?
§ Does the adversary know all data about all individuals except the 

one they are trying to find information about?
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Stronger model; we’ll explore this one in
the context of differential privacy



Example Threat Model
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Table with
private data Analysts

Database
server

• Database software is working correctly
• Adversaries have limited # of user accounts
• Adversaries can know all data except one field of user in question

queries

queries



How to Define Privacy?
This is conceptually very tricky! How to distinguish between

SELECT TOP(disease) FROM patients WHERE state=“California”

and

SELECT TOP(disease) FROM patients WHERE name=“Matei”
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How to Define Privacy?
Also want to defend against adversaries who have some 
side-information; for instance:

SELECT TOP(disease) FROM patients WHERE 
birth_year=“19XX” AND gender=“M” AND born_in=“Romania” 
AND ...

Also consider adversaries who do multiple queries (e.g.
subtract 2 results)
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Side information about Matei 



Differential Privacy
Privacy definition that tackles these concerns and others by 
looking at possible databases

§ Idea: results that an adversary saw should be “nearly as likely” for a 
database without Matei

A randomized algorithm M is ε-differentially private if for all 
S⊆Range(M) and all sets A, B that differ in 1 element,

Pr[M(A)∈S] ≤ Pr[M(B)∈S] eε
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≈ 1+ε



What Does It Mean?
Say an adversary runs some query and observes a result X

Adversary had some set of results, S, that lets them infer 
something about Matei if X∈S

Then:

Pr[X∈S | Matei∈DB] ≤ eεPr[X∈S | Matei∉DB]

Pr[X∉S | Matei∈DB] ≤ eεPr[X∉S | Matei∉DB]
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≈ 1+ε

Similar outcomes whether or not Matei in DB

and



What Does It Mean?
Example (assume ε=0.1): 

SELECT TOP(diagnosis) FROM patients WHERE age<35
AND city=“Palo Alto”

SELECT TOP(diagnosis) FROM patients WHERE age<35
AND city=“Palo Alto” AND born=“Romania”

Does this mean Matei specifically takes drugs?
§ Result would have been nearly as likely (within 10%) even if Matei were not 

in the database
§ Could be that we just got a low-probability result
§ Could be that most Romanians do drugs (no info on Matei)
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Nice Property of Differential Privacy

Composition: can compute the privacy effect of multiple 
(even dependent) queries

Let queries Mi each provide εi-differential privacy; then the 
sequence of queries {Mi} provides (Σiεi)-differential privacy
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Disadvantages of Differential Privacy
Each user can only make a limited number of queries (more 
precisely, limited total ε) in the model we described

§ There are schemes that bound total ε but limit possible queries

How to set ε in practice?
§ Hard to tell what various values mean, though there is a nice 

Bayesian interpretation
§ Apple set ε=6 and researchers said it’s too high

Can’t query using arbitrary code (must know ε)
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Another Use of Differential Privacy
“Randomized response”: clients add noise to data they send 
instead of relying on provider

Example: statistics collection about iOS features
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xbob + noise

xalice + noise



Other Private Computing Tools

Secure multi-party computation

Computing on encrypted data
(homomorphic encryption)

Hardware enclaves
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Data Protection Regulations
EU GDPR, California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), HIPAA, 
and many industry standards

Major concerns:
§ Geographic location of data
§ Declaring and minimizing uses
§ Enforcing security best practices
§ Letting users see & delete own data
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GDPR: Who Are the Participants?
Data subjects

Data controllers

Data processors
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GDPR: What is Personal Data?
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GDPR: Key Provisions
State the purposes of data collection

Limit data processing to a specific set of lawful purposes

Have privacy controls and use highest privacy levels by default

Store EU data inside the EU

Report data breaches

Rights for data subjects: access, information, rectification, erasure, 
limiting automated processing

Assign a Data Protection Officer (DPO)
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Exercise: Purposes of Data Collection
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Lawful Bases for Data Processing
Consent

Contract

Public task

Vital interest

Legitimate interest (unless conflicting with data subject)

Legal requirement
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Rights for Data Subjects
Access / portability

Information

Rectification

Erasure

Automated processing
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GDPR Lawsuits
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GDPR Lawsuits
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Downsides of GDPR
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For businesses? For individuals?



Summary
Security and privacy are essential concerns for businesses 
and products based on data

Threat models are a systematic way to measure security 
and reason about designs

Micro-data is generally not private at all; need to actively 
protect this data if we want to protect users
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Big Data for Security
Data collection is cheap, so log and audit everything

§ Flows sent on network, remote procedure calls, authentication 
calls, logins, etc

§ Hard for adversaries to hide

“Security Information Management” (SIM) systems are 
products for this purpose
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Attacks on Machine Learning
Adversarial inputs to ML models

Extracting training data from a
trained model

Poisoning models with bad data
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New Security Tools

Enclaves and confidential computing

Computing on encrypted data
(homomorphic encryption)

Secure multi-party computation
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